
Marlee Hamm
I’m pleased to announce Marlee Hamm as 
our Rider of the Month.  Although I have 
not known Marlee for very long, she has 
exhibited Rider qualities since day one!  
Marlee is a kind, respectful, and helpful 
young lady.  She gets along with everyone 
and is always willing to help out her 
classmates.   I will often see Marlee clean 
off a desk for a classmate who is out of the 
room or help others without being asked.  I 
look forward to a great year with Marlee.  
Congratulations Marlee!!



Yazmin Cruz 
It is my pleasure to announce that 
Yazmin Cruz is our Rider of the Month. 
Yazmin is kind, caring and helpful to 
her classmates. She demonstrates 
these qualities when her classmates 
need help. She reaches out willingly to 
give her assistance. Yazmin is also 
committed to doing her best with her 
school work. She consistently works 
hard and contributes during class. 
Congratulations Yazmin!!!



John Baffuto
Although I have only known John a short 
while, it is clear that he exhibits Rider 
qualities both in and out of the classroom.  
He takes his classroom responsibilities 
seriously.  As our class substitute, he 
knows the requirements of all jobs, and at 
times has to complete the jobs of several 
absent students.  John shows great 
compassion for his fellow Riders.  On the 
playground, he is sure to include all, and 
makes a point to help others feel the joy 
of winning.  I am proud to call John Rider 
of the Month!



Jonathan Cruz-Perez
We are proud to announce Jonathan 
Cruz-Perez as our Rider of the Month.  
Jonathan is a helpful and thoughtful 
classmate. He is a very hard working student 
who always enters the room and follows the 
routine readily.  Jonathan utilizes all of the 
strategies and skills taught, being as 
independent as possible, and asking for help 
when needed.  Jonathan, although 
soft-spoken, is very well-respected among his 
peers for the friendship, kindness, and 
team-work he displays.  Jonathan, keep 
working hard.  You are doing very well, and we 
are noticing!!!



Arya Chapin 
For many, the first months of 6th grade can be 
challenging, to say the least. It takes a focused 
mind, and a steady hand to navigate the first 
few weeks of middle school. Based on our 
observations, Arya Chapin has skillfully 
navigated the transition to 6th grade. Arya’s 
diligence and solid work ethic have allowed 
him to achieve in regards to his good 
academic standing. Arya is a polite young man 
and a pleasure to have in class. We are thrilled 
to nominate him for Rider of the Month. Keep 
up the good work. Congratulations!



Bryan Chun-Lopez
Rivero/Warner’s rider of the month is 
awarded to Bryan Chun-Lopez. Bryan 
shows an eagerness to learn.  He is 
always willing to participate in class 
and adds to our discussions.  He is a 
committed DC Club member.  His 
work is on time and accurate.  He is 
kind to others and always willing to 
partner with other students.  He enjoys 
school and it shows daily.  
Congratulations Bryan!  Keep up the 
positive job! 



Keira Drummond
We are pleased to announce that Keira 
Drummond is our Rider of the Month! In a short 
amount of time, we have been able to see that 
Keira is very dedicated to her school work. She 
consistently works hard, contributes during 
class, and shows leadership skills during peer 
interactions. Keira is thoughtful and a kind friend. 
She  recently joined Jr. SAVE and has amazing 
plans to help our school recycle and raise 
awareness. We are excited to see all that Keira 
will do during sixth grade. Congratulations!



Kieran Ellis
Team 7 is proud to select Kieran Ellis for the 
September rider of the month.  Kieran is a very 
responsible student.  He makes sure he has all 
of his work done at a very high level.  He 
participates quite frequently in class.  He is also 
kind and courteous to his teachers and fellow 
classmates.  Kieran is also on the Modified 
Boys Soccer team and contributed 
tremendously on the defensive end.  He is also 
a great teammate.  We are so glad to 
recommend Kieran for this honor and we know 
he will keep up the good work. 



Angelina Hamilton
Angelina has shown qualities of being Rider of 
the Month from the first day of school. She is 
focused in class, participates everyday, and gets 
her work done on time! Angelina is also 
thoughtful of others. She has even volunteered 
to help students in her classes that are new, 
catching them up on what is going on.  Angelina 
has shown perseverance and grit when 
obstacles arise. Her willingness to work hard, as 
well as ask for help when she needs it, is 
commendable. We want to acknowledge 
Angelina and the hard work she has already 
shown as being September's Rider of the Month! 



Gabriella Hoffman
Team ⅞ is proud to announce that 
Gabriella Hoffman is our first Rider of 
the Month for the 2023-2024 school 
year! From the beginning Gabby has 
demonstrated all of the qualities of an 
Ichabod Crane Rider. She is a good 
student and a good friend. She cares 
genuinely for others and shows 
kindness and compassion to her 
peers. She is polite and helpful to her 
teachers which is appreciated! 
Congratulations Gabby! We look 
forward to spending the year with you!



Ariana Henry
Team ⅞ is excited to announce that Ariana 
Henry is our September Rider of the Month. 
Ari started the year with positivity and 
confidence. Naturally curious, Ari contributes 
well to class discussions and group 
collaboration. We enjoy her enthusiasm and 
sense of humor every day. Ari is also an 
amazing athlete who loves nothing more than 
joining a game at recess and being active 
whenever she can. All in all, Ari checks all of 
the boxes of an Ichabod Crane Rider. 
Congratulations Ari! We are proud of you!!



Halina Swieton 
Team 8 is so happy to have Halina on 
the team this year! Halina brings so 
many amazing Rider attributes to her 
classes! Most notably, Halina’s kind, 
supportive nature shines in the 
classroom. She is genuinely open and 
encouraging to peer partners. Halina 
exerts exemplary effort on all of her 
tasks, including her accelerated 
classes. She is a fantastic role model 
and we look forward to a great year on 
our Team! 



Hunter Brown
Team 8 feels extremely fortunate to have 
Hunter Brown on our team! Hunter is an 
awesome Rider Role Model. Hunter is a 
kind, caring,  focused hard-worker. 
Teachers can count on him in the 
classroom to contribute to class 
discussions. His peers can count on him 
to be a positive partner- encouraging and 
supporting their collaborative efforts. 
Hunter has excellent standards for his 
work and puts forth his best effort. We 
look forward to celebrating all of your 8th 
grade successes, Hunter! 


